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EXTENDS YOUR REACH

You'll find dozens of
uses for this labor-saving,
back saving device. Forget awkward stretching, bending
and precarious ladder-climbing. Use the lightweight,
smooth-handling EasyReach to clear traps and
manholes of rocks and debris, to grab objects from
hard to get at places, and to change light bulbs. You
can even retrieve golf balls from ponds and pick fruit
from trees. There's no end to the number of applications.

Plumbing Maintenance

Industrial Maintenance

Grounds Maintenance

Pull debris from traps and man-

Retrieve items from high shelves

holes. Clean urinals, kitchens, and
hospital facilities, while protecting
yourself from germ laden,
infectious or hazardous material.

and from hard to get places.
Replace hard to reach light bulbs.

Clean litter from parks, golf
courses, shopping centers,
campuses, and more without
bending over or getting off
of a riding mower.

EasyReach
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120 Inch

96 Inch

72 Inch
60 Inch
32 Inch

40 Inch

Operation
The EasyReach is easy to use. Just squeeze the trigger and the jaws squeeze down and hang on to objects.
It’s sensitive enough to pick up small screws and washers, yet strong enough to pick up a five pound rock.
And with the EasyReach Locking Trigger feature, you can grab and lock on to objects without further
trigger pressure.
Construction
The EasyReach is made of extruded aluminum and stainless steel, making it very rugged and long lasting
as well as corrosion resistant. Two thermal plastic elastomer rubber cups open 41⁄ 2" to receive and
grip nearly everything.
Many Models To Choose From
The EasyReach is available in 32" and 40"
lengths as well as 60", 72", 96" and 120"
lengths which fold for more convenient
storage. With so many models to choose from,
you'll find the right one to meet your needs.
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32 Inch

32RE

40 Inch

40RE

60 Inch (Folding Model)

60REF

72 Inch (Folding Model)

72REF

96 Inch (Folding Model)

96REF

120 Inch (Folding Model)

120REF
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